A Kaleidoscope of Color
Landscape Structures introduces several exciting new colors along with a brilliant collection of palettes featuring nature-inspired shades, urban tones, playful hues and everything in between. Each imaginative shade has been carefully selected to be both current and enduring—creating a spectrum that’ll wow kids now and over the long life of your playstructure.

Begin the design process in full color. Discover how the right color choices can play across all playstructure materials to add visual texture and sculptural interest. When you dream in color, you can bring amazing things to life.
New vivid colors for lively play.
When applied with thoughtful inspiration, color can enhance the aesthetic appeal of your playstructure and even the play experience itself.

Our colorful inspirations come from here, there and everywhere.
Our colorful inspirations come from here, there and everywhere. Choose a color combination that expresses your playground’s personality.
Some colors seem more playful, others more modern or more natural.
Some colors seem more playful, others more modern or more natural. And SOME colors can be ALL of these things, popping up in the most unexpected places!

Our new colors were selected for their versatility and ability to create a unified color story. Working together in harmony, they form endless dazzling combinations. Choose from our 16 new palettes—or mix and match colors to make your own.
Open the paint box and let loose! See how the brilliant world of color can inspire you to create the playstructure of your dreams.
It’s time to dive into some full-spectrum fun. Brilliant colors and vivid imaginations lead to lively play. Join the color revolution today!
Pick your palette.
Simplify the color selection process by choosing from our 16 new and distinct palettes. We’ve already done some of the footwork for you—just pick your favorite. Or be inspired to create your own!

Legend
1 Posts
2 Components
3 Polyethylene
4 Permalene®

Palette A
1 Metallic Silver
2 Limon
3 Denim
4 Limon

Palette B
1 Tangerine
2 Plum
3 Limon
4 Limon

Palette C
1 Brown
2 Leaf
3 Acorn
4 Acorn

Palette D
1 Denim
2 Vanilla
3 Tangerine
4 Denim
Legend
1 Posts
2 Components
3 Polyethylene
4 Permalene®

Palette E
1 Black
2 Red
3 Red
4 Yellow

Palette F
1 Brown
2 Acorn
3 Acorn
4 Acorn

Palette G
1 Limon
2 Tangerine
3 Denim
4 Denim

Palette H
1 Brown
2 Limon
3 Leaf
4 Limon
Legend
1 Posts
2 Components
3 Polyethylene
4 Permalene®

Palette I
1 Leaf
2 Brown
3 Acorn
4 Acorn

Palette J
1 Red
2 Yellow
3 Blue
4 Yellow

Palette K
1 Metallic Silver
2 Denim
3 Brick
4 Brick

Palette L
1 Vanilla
2 Plum
3 Limon
4 Limon
Legend
1 Posts
2 Components
3 Polyethylene
4 Permalene®

Palette M
1 Tangerine
2 Metallic Silver
3 Limon
4 Limon

Palette N
1 Metallic Silver
2 Tangerine
3 Denim
4 Denim

Palette O
1 Pine Green
2 Brown
3 Tan
4 Tan

Palette P
1 Plum
2 Orange
3 Granite
4 Tangerine
**CoolToppers® Fabrics**  Protects kids from up to 90% of the sun’s UV rays and keeps playground surface temperatures up to 30-degrees cooler. Custom colors available for an additional charge.

**8 NEW ProShield® Colors**

Specifically designed to withstand the demands of extreme heat, harsh climates, moisture and UV exposure. ProShield finish combines a specially formulated primer with a high-quality, architectural-grade, Super-Durable, TGIC polyester powder-coat. No lead-based paints.

**Polyethylene**  For slides, tunnels, roofs, etc. Custom colors available for an additional charge. Architectural-grade pigments contain no heavy metals and provide longest-lasting, UV-stable, vibrant color. 100% recyclable.

*Denim, Limon, Acorn, Leaf, Tangerine, Brick and Granite are color blends. Blends may vary in color.*
Choose recycled at no extra charge. You have the choice to use RECYCLED panels when building your new playstructure! Available in the 11 color combinations shown, the distinctive black core results from combining and recycling colored plastic household containers—waste that would otherwise end up in landfills. These panels offer a post-consumer recycled content of 73%.

The recycled color choices can be selected for ANY Permalene® panel currently available as either a one-color or a two-color option.

### One-color panels:
- Yellow
- Blue
- Green
- Tan
- Red

### Two-color panels:
- Blue
- Red
- Green
- Tan
- Red

Two-color Permalene® color combinations feature a design engraved in the top layer, exposing the color in the middle. Architectural-grade pigments provide longest-lasting, UV-stable, vibrant color. 100% recyclable.

### Steel Decks
The heaviest, thickest decks for long-lasting safety: Flange-formed from 12-gauge steel with safe, rounded corners. Reinforced with .105” x 2” ribs welded on cross for superior strength and a consistently flat surface.

### Steel-Reinforced Cables
Made of tightly woven, polyester-wrapped, six-stranded galvanized-steel. These abrasion-resistant, color-stable cables are extremely durable and vandal resistant.

### TenderTuff™ Coating
For swing chains, handholds, pipe barriers, wheels, rings, etc. Insulates against temperature extremes and provides a safer grip surface compared to painted metal. TenderTuff meets all safety standards and complies with Public Law No. 110-314, Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008.
Since 1971, Landscape Structures has been committed to enhancing children’s lives by fostering and creating inspiring play experiences while honoring the environment. We create innovative playground equipment to inspire children to grow strong bodies and minds so their futures remain bright. And to further ensure a better tomorrow, we are sensitive to the environment through manufacturing practices that minimize our impact on the earth. Our goal from day one has been to foster healthy children playing in healthy communities year after year, generation after generation.